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Wits, Tacticians and Communism.

James Oneal, one of the editors of the New York Call,
official organ of the Socialist Party and Reaction, is establishing
himself as a humorist and wit. Receat issues of the Call Maga-

zine have added to their vapid and characterless pages a Comic
Supplement with Oneal as editor. It is the special task of Oneal
to reveal the humor contained in thecircumstance and fact of
various viewpoints of proletarian tactics, Marxism and other
phases of the struggle of the masses for knowledge and for
power. Not that Oneal intentionally enters the struggle as a par-

ticipant. By no means ! That would detract from the glory of his
position of official Call Buffoon and Wit. Nevertheless, an aloof-

ness from the struggle is not maintained and four columns of wit-

less buffoonery und.er his signature in the Call's comic pages will
not cover up his reactionary position.

We quote below that part of a recent Comic which refers
to The Toiler and an editorial in our issue of May 28, entitled
"Communist Tactics and the Unemployed", wherein we explained
what constituted communist tactics as compared to

tactics in an unemployment crisis. Buffoon Oneal writes :

Now we reach an epoch in the development of "Marxism." We will put
it in a question: Did you ever hear of the relation between carrots and Com-

munism? Of cours, not. That remains the secret of two eminent "Marxians,"
but will not be kept from the other tacticians and strategists any longer. We

shall tell all about it and we shall be happy if it reaches the eyes of the
Moscow Generalissimo himself.

We get it from the organ of the Pink Communists, the Toiler of Cleve-

land, There was a strike in Everett, Washington. The Washington "Marxians"
got busy helping the strikers. They secured the and help of
farmers to provision the strikers with carrots, potatoes, onions, apples, eggs,
fruit, etc. This was followed up with a "systematic study of economics,"
which was "carried on under the efficient tutelage of an uncompromising
Marxist, as revolutionary as any Communist could wish."

AU this is submitted in an enthusiastic letter to the Clevealnd "Marxist"
for his learned opinion. The opinion is given in true "revolutionary" style.
We quote judgment of the Cleveland strategist:

We think there is a great deal in the program as carried out that would

prove nauseating to many class-conscio- workers . . . We certainly see little
in the program that any Communist could accept as good tactics. .. In fact,
we find that the work was of the yellowest variety possible. . . We may well

leave such alleviating activities to the Salvation Army... Activity should
take the form of cultivation of the elements of revolution. . . How criminally
foolish are such tactics as were carried on at Everett... How perverting
and pernicious of true revolutionary tactics... How destroying of the revo-

lutionary spirit. . .

Here is a finished "Marxian tactician" talking to another "Marxian
tactician" who is ashamed to find such contemptible little bourgeois ideas
mixed with the true "Marxian" faith. Now what should those Washington
"Marxians" have done according to the Cleveland "Marxian"? He has an
answer ready. You cannot fool that guy when it comes to "tactics." Instead
of "scouring the countryside for gifts of carrots from the mortgaged and
penniless farmers, the capitalist state must be made to purchase those
supplies from the farmers at regular market prices and give them free to the
workers." That is the true "Marxian tactics" when carrots are involved. Now

you understand the relation between carrots and Communism ,
Not being a wit and having no desire to pose as one, we shall

seek to find in the realm of ordinary horse-sens- e and the everyday
struggle of the masses our answer to the Comic Cavortist of the
Call.

Taking the first paragraph. Of course it is not likely that
our psrformer should see any "relation between carrots and
Communism." Yet if he were standing on his feet instead of his

head and were not as far removed from the workers' struggles as
his lofty position of Official Wit compels him, he might possibly
realizo that the relation of carrots (food) to Communism is not

as distant as appears to one maintaining an inverted position.
Why does Oneal lie to his readers in the second paragraph?

Realizing that the truth is not always essential to a poser of such

characteristics as Oneal has chosen to exploit, yet we shall not
allow him to lie about us and get away with it. Nowhere inour
editorial did we mention the word strike, nor did we consider
the circumstances of a strike. Yet Oneal states outright that
"There was a strike in Everett". Perhaps Oneal (disclaiming to

be a tactician) does not realize any difference in tactics to be
pursued in a strike and an unemployment crisis. Yet the differ-

ences are vital. We shall not grant him immunity from the accu-

sation of lying in stating that a strike was the consideration of

our editorial. He must have read it before it awakened his bump
of wit to. activity, we would like to have him point out where
we have taken up the matter of a strike at all. Maybe it is con-

sidered a wiitticism in the Call office to lie about Communists, we

will leave that to our readers to decide.

If the reader will go back to paragraph five of Oncal's attack,
it will be noticed that he returns to the relation of "carrots and
Communism". Now, if carrots had been the subject of editorial
discussion, his misplaced wit might have applied. Unforunately,
we were discussing "unemployment". It is quite natural that a

wit of the calibre and political beliefs of Oneal should evade the
question of tactics as related to unemployment. According to him

and his yellow associates, there is no question of workingclass
tactics involved ip such a crisis. Only wait four years and we will
elect a socialist assemhlyiman at Albany and everything will be
fixed!

Since Oneal has purposely lied as to the essential contents
of our editorial it Is necessary to re-sta- te just what they were.

This we will do by quoting a portion of the account of the
circumstances at Everett as related by our correspondent:
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"The situation was taken in hand by the Central Lett, or Council, which

appointed Committees to organize the unemployed, attend to relief work,

AND CONDUCT SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF THE SITUATION. Unem-

ployed mass meetings were held regularly, twice each "k; the organiza-

tion took on a form crudely modeled after the soviet idja: relief work went

forward with dispatch and effectiveness, so that actus", suffering was re-

duced to a gratifying minimum. The farmers were appealed to for help, and,
. 1 i .1 " am.1 .... imjliuutaiala VMIIMinflriktfi ir m.ri 11 lulv

Farmers, themselves in deep water thru the industrial collapse which has

thrown hundreds into the wage-work- class (also usWployed!) provided

potatoes, carrots, onions, apples, and even canned fruit, and milk and eggs

in lesser quantities. It is more than probable that thp feeling of good fel
lowship and fraternalism generated by the Farmer-kale- r Party campaign

of the preceding summer and fall had much to do wlh "creating this spirit
of helpfulness upon their part.

With the use of the above tactics in an acute unemployment
situation we disagreed. We stated in effect: that Communist
tactics would have been radically different, that in every such
crisis the workers must turn the condition into an attack uoon

the capitalist class and the capitalist State, ifhat they should
have followed a tactical line calculated to weaJken the capitalist

State and to place it on the defensive. We said, that in every

such crisis, the workers should make demands u on the capitalist
State which it was even incapable of fulfilling, that the workers
must NOT seek alms from other sections of the workingclass,
equally as poverty striken as themselves, imeffi kyed, penniless,
their little farms mortgaged. We said that they should demand
the means of life from those who held themj in control the
capitalist class and its government.

We stated that these were the tactics to pursue because they
would weaken the capitalist State, would create in the minds of

the masses a class-consciousn- and a realization of the conditions
of robbery under which the workers live. These tactics would

lead them on to revolutionary thinking and drive out of their
minds the bourgeois ideas of the sanctity of the capitalist State ;

would lead them on to a desire and a will to take control of in-

dustry and the State and create of them new implements for
their own use. In short, we in effect said: between the impover-

ished and unemployed workers and poor farmers and the means
of life, which they must have access to stands the capitalist
State. It is the implement of the capitalist class and is your
enemy. Your duty is to weaken it, to strengthen your resistance
against it and to eventually overcome it. These, we stated, were
Communist tactics, were revolutionary tactics.

It is thus seen that communist tactics consist of taking ad-

vantage of any crisis, condition or circumstance in capitalist so-

ciety and fashioning of it a weapon for use against capitalism.

This is the realistic attitude of Communists in the workers'
struggle. It is this particular point this matter of attack upon

the capitalist class and its State, which constitutes Bufoon Oneal's
argument against us. Like the rest of the membership of the So

cialist Party, Oneal would not injure the caDitjdUt State, they
will only "capbure" it. In fact, are only awamnftne call of the
capitalists to sten in and save it just as has been done in
Germany.

Of course Oneal does not cpenly question the principle of

Communist activity attacks upon the capitalist State. He evades
the essential point and sees only "carrots and Communism." He

cannot see the matter of unemployment cannot see the possibil-

ity of turning it into a weapon against the enemies of the work-

ers. Such things are not taught in the school where Oneal learned
socialistic buffoonery.

Crisis in the Communist Party of Germany.
By Karl Radtk in the "Moscow Pravda", May 7, 1921.

(Third Article.)
HI. Lessons of the March Movement.

When the workers of Central Ger-

many arose to fight against the in-

vasion of their district by the de-

tachments of Hersing, the entire
bourgeois, social-democrat- and in
dependent press raised an alarm about
a "putsch" being engineered by the
Communist Party which it was al-

leged was throwing the masses into
an adventure for the reason of the
danger that was threatening Soviet
Russia. The movement was only at
the beginning and it was impossible
to predict what magnitude it would
assume, when the former chairman
of the party and the present renegade,
Paul Levi, gave it the same appraisal
as the bourgeois press. It is needless
to assert that the Soviet Government
and the Comintern only recieved in-

formation of tho events in Germany

after the Berlin wireless spread the
news all over the world. The best
proof of this assertion is ray article
in the "Pravda", the 26-t- h of Mnrch,
in which I attempted to analyse the
sources of the movement and very
guardedly spoke of its possible uture
course. The Central Executive of the
German Communist Party repeatedly
emphasised that its decision of the
17-t- h of March about increasing tho
Party's fighting capacity was prompt
ed by the home and foreign situation,
and that neither the Executive Com

in it tee of the Comintern not anyone
of its representatives ever demanded
that the Pirty should hurl itself into
an open combat. The movement which
followed a few days after the session
of the 17th of March was provoked
by the attack of the government upon
the worker of the central mining
district. We touch upon this side of
the question only because it indirectly
exhibits the renegade centrist ohar
scter of the Levi group. Since when
do we, Communists, dispute the righ'.
of the Comintern to offer any advice
to ail of its affiliated parties in

reference to their conduct of the re
volutionary struggle? Only the Hil- -

reproached past
Comintern for its tendency towards a

Moscow dictatorship in its efforts to
thoroughly centralize conduct of
the revolutionary struggle. Even if
the German Communists, convinced
that the existence of Soviet Russia is

the guarantee of the world revolution,
and basing themselves on this correct
assumption, forced the course of

events for the sake of Russia
this would certainly be a mistake, be-

cause the world revolution, cannot be

artificially accelerated, this nrstake
would be a of revolu-

tionary internationalism without which
the proletariat cannot be victorius in

any country. apostacy of Levi and
of those who did not straighway dis-

avow him was proven by outcry
against the Moscow dictatorship and

by their foul charge that the Central
provoked the struggle in

order to hasten the victory of the pro-letari-

in Germany and thereby
render aid to tho ttuisiai proletariat.

As we stated above, this charge is

entirely baseless. The decision of tho

concrete situation and fully corres-

ponded with problems and inter-

ests of the Communist movement in

Germany. The March events were the
direct result of a brutal provocation
by Prussian Government. The
Democrat Severing, Prussian
Minister of the Interior, in an article
in the "Getrcuer Eckard" cynically
admitted that when he noticed the
growing activity of the Communist
Party, he decided to hire the Com

munists into a fifto before they were
prepared. It is pOSilhU to criticise

very moment,
it is to speak
of ,

of Marx
1st baa a this

term signifies an attempt by an
minority. The Central

Committee of the German
Party did not at this time aim to
capture power. If Lewi would have
raised this charge against the Party,

e. that it aimed to seize power,
could be some reasonable argu

ment about the read
ers of Levi's were convinced
that this was really his charge and
insisted that he shall produce evi

dence of the Central
seriously aiming at the capture of
power. In the preface, the German

fought savagely for this
pamphlet and bought its entire
tion in a few days, he declared that
he never made such a charge against
the Party, but his accusation is that
the movement was or- -

ganized by some eminent) to use
sentative of the Executive
of the Communist But
in this same pamphlet Levi recog-

nized that town after town in Central
Germany was swept into the

movement and the workers
fought and died gladly.
Levi that all this was
done by order of tho Central Execu
tive of the Party. But who among
conscious wUl believe
that hundreds and of work-

ers would go into battle without
knowing and since there are the
an Executive Committee ot a young
Party which did not command much

what little it
did command was weakened by the

of its most
members. Only an arrogant intellec

isolated the labor move
ment, alien to the conditions of life
of the working class can to
such The workers of
Central Germany fought
because they understood
the '.hat affair
was a question of defence against the
White which signified the

of an offensive of German
Capital against the working class.

The charge of is noth-

ing else than the with
Marxist phrases, of the
not of the offensive tactics of

but also of the policy
of active defence. In the
Central Committee of the Party with,

Levi does not say what
the. Party should have done when
Hersing moved his troops into Cen-

tral Should the Party have
remained silent, or should it have
asked Levi to make an eloquent speech

of protest in
By attacking the Party at the mo

when the Courts Martial
active, Levi ex-

cluded himself from the
But if there had

been his position would

have been an
of for he advocated

a policy of a waiting po-

licy at the moment the position
above all demanded action.

In answer to this charge, Levi ar-

gues in favour of local action if the
majority of workers in the
districts are with us. But the ad
vance which the Party in

Crispiens the Germany has made during the

the

and

The

their

Executive

the

there

Executive

thousands

and

tual,

argue

were

year consists precisely in the fact
that after scores of local defeats the
Communist Party the unit-

ed vanguard of the on
a national scale, which avoids local
defeats and renders possible the tran

ion to fighting along the whole
battle line. Realising the weakness
of his position, Levi, in the preface
to the second edition to the
we have already referred to, refers
to a report which he submitted to the
Central Committee of the Party on

the 10 of March, in which he had
a plan of action invented

entirely out of his own head. This re
port merely proved that Levi was a

who shielded himself from
the actualities of life by clouds of
vague schemes, for what indeed does
Levi's plan consist of? The German

in a posi-

tion. The Entente is ruinous
conditions which are indigna.
tion among wide circles. The

would only in al-

liance with Soviet Ruaisa. But the
17-t- h of March was dictated by tho! of the Entente's conditions

the

but

in

All

edi

not

arc

not

are o for the petty bour.
and the elements
is possible to rally large mas-

ses with the cry of alliance with So-

viet Russia and war with the Entente.
The struggle for an alliance with So

viet Rusiis might lesd to a struggle
for powo . This plan makes the er-

ror in ssiuming that, if it is
to move the work-

ers into battle for the defence of
immediate interests It is

possible to move t.iam into battle for
the avoidance of the future ronse- -

the Central Exeautlve for queries of the of the
the mifrwlthstanding the Entente Equally with the

disadvsntanaui
altogether itmiproprlste

"PutKhiam'
Putschism, Vfctneutb

d4ial;.Mace:

in-

significant
Communist

"putschism".
pamphlet

bourgeoisie

purposelessly
muddlehead permitted

Committee
International.

revolu-
tionary

heroically
emphasises

revolutionaries

follow,

authority, authority

resignation prominent

absurdities.
heroically

excellently
situation, understood

offensive,
beginning

"Putschism"
concealment

abandonment,

Communism,
charging

"Putschism",

Germany.

Parliament?

automatically
Communist

International.
treachery,

nevertheless abandon-

ment Communism,
inactivity,

particular

Communist
ferdingsand

demonstration

represents
proletariat

pamphlet

developed

dactrinairc

bourgeoisie deplorable
imposing
arousing

bour-

geoisie

acceptance
dangerous

Sroisic
Scheideniann

impos-

sible Seheidemann

nevertheless

accepting acceptance
challenge, conditions.

Entente that they cannot be skin-

ned more than once. They even spe-

culate on the point that if the En-

tente will want to exploit them, the
former will have to supply then with

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER
IN SOVIET RUSSIA..

(Editor's Note: The following is the third of Mr. Foster's specially-writte- n

articles for The Federated Press. In previous dispatches he told of the
similarity between the American trade unions and the revolutionary aims of

the more determined and better disciplined Russian peasants and workers.)

4
By WILLIAM l. FOSTER, Federated Press Staff Writer.

Copyright, 1921, by The Federated Press). j

Moscow. A visitor to Russia, even
though rich .would find it almost im-

possible to live by his own resources.
This is because all the industries of

country are nationalized, and only are they are placed absolute-thos- e

people who work (or who have ly free at the disposal the work
been extended hospitality by the gov- -

repre-- j are them

when

agree

their

This is a workers' republic and the
open sesame to everything is to be

as a producer. Without that
one is lost. Money is practically value-les- s,

not because people have lost

as

faith in the government, but no fares, nor can r!3e.
money has little or no under To you just drop it in
Communism. You cannot buy the box, no stamp being required,
substantial it. A visitor social of
to get along alone would be unable Communism, where all the luxuries
to go to a hotel because they are all and necessities are equitably divided

and controlled by the govern-- : among the workers, money, as I said
ment. Nor could he eat at a restau- -

what for, blindly ranti none; all

from

only

ment
most

workers and visitors being assigned
to the eating-place- s in their factories,
homes and hotels. He could not buy
himself clothes and making of gar-men- ts

has been nationalized and the
apportionment is in the hands of the

government. He would be un-

able to buy a newspaper, as they are
given only to the workers in the shops.
He could not go to a theatre, because
the seats are not for sale. Russia
ir. order to go to a show one gets
his ticket from the secretary his
labor union, each secretary being al- -

loted a pro-rat- a share of seats from
all the theatres.

It is conceivable, of course, that our
rich visitor might be able to beat the
communistic system temporarily in
these days of revolution by dealing
with the speculators' in foodstuffs and
other necessities and sleeping wher-

ever he could. But at best he would
lead precarious existence and would

! probably find it convenient to go to
some other country where the work- -

ers pluck more easily than they do
ir. Russia. The government does not
say that you have to work; it merely
says that if you do not work you
cannot have the benefit of the

With the government con
trolling all the principal necessities
of life the reason for existence of
retail stores has departed and prac-
tically all them have closed the.'r
doors. To see the thousands of stores
of every description nailed up tight
is one of the sights of Russia. The
famous Nevsky Prospect of Petro-gra- d,

with its hundreds formerly
rich shops, now boarded up, is a
spectacle to make a petty-bourgeo- is

weep tears of anguish. Almost the
only stores open are those controlled
by the state; although, by virtue of a
recent law, small trading is allowed
and one may purchase at fabulous
prices, odds and ends from the ped-

dlers and speculators.

provisions. The Scheidemann workers
ore wrong, but Ciey will only convince

of tl.elr error after the
occupation of Germany by the Allies.
Levi's plan is the project of a thinker

reported Daily
away from the battle-fiel- d nf reality
lives to another day". In the
sphere of his fantasies, Levi, like
Hamlet's father speaks of daggers
order not to employ his dagger.

When comrades Brass,
Gcyer, and others declare that the
point of view of Levi conforms to
the principles and tactics of the Com-

intern, they are responsible fbr a
very flat jest. From the very first
day of its existence the Comintern
said to the workers of the whole world
that the last fight, the final victory,
will not fall from hesven, but will
grow out of the individual battles for
the vital interests of the proletariat,
out of the battles which the Common-is- t

Party must extend snd deepen.
To avoid these battles because at a
certain may result in do- -

feat, means to abandon fighting al-

together, and convert the Communist
Party into a propagandist circle.
charges the Communist International
with pretending have the secret of
pure Communism, but as a matter of
fact if tho Party followed his
it would become converted into a sect.
The Party its vitality by re-

jecting the policy of Levi. This proof
ii the more valuable for the fact thst
the local and district organizations of
the Party rejected Levi's policy in
spite of undoubted defeats, and
pita of errors committed in the March
iy.

(Continued next week.)

Just now Russia is suffering from
a tremendous shortage of necessities,
because of the terrible imperialist and
civil wars. But such the stores and

the services
of

ers. If you want to take a railroad
journey you apply to the secretary of
your union, who not only arranges for
the necessary lay-o- ff but also for the
ticket, which is free. To ride on the
street-car- s all that is necessary is to
show your working card. There are

because non-worke- rs

function mail a letter
anything

with trying In such a system applied

owned

workers'

In

of

a

workers

of

of

themselves

fight

Zetkin,

stage they

advice,

proved

above, is virtually useless. In fact,
many of the workers here go for
months without a bit in their pockets.
Nor do they need it, except for such
articles as the government does not
handle yet. If there are any quanti-
ties of substantial products to be had
the government deals them out free,
anyhow. On the train with me coming
into Russia were several revolutionary
refugees from Esthonia. They threw
their money away on crossing tho
border, saying that in free Russia
they had no further use for it. I have
been in Moscow a week and have not
had a cent in Russian money, and yet
I have been to the theatre several
times and otherwise comported my
self in an extravagant manner.

There is a degenerate paper cur
rency circulation here, but all the
active spirits of the new society hate
it. They look upon it as the sign
manual of the enemy, Capitalism, and
one of the most insidious weapons
ever forged by human Ingenuity to
keep the workers in slavery. Curious
to know what would --.Wjiuuwi mfgji
terfeiters of such a despised curren-
cy, I inquired of a very active mili-

tant. He answered: "Oh, of coursje
when caught they are punished; but
then, after all, they do a sort of
service by relieving the strain on th
government printing-presses.- " So has
the god, Money, fallen in Russia!

The money here is really only a
hangover from Capitalism. It may be
confidently expected that when the
new society gets thoroughly estab-
lished, and, being fully recovered from
the havoc of wars, is able to furnish
the workers an abundance of supplies,
all need for petty trading of every
sort will disappear and the entire
monetary system will be abolished.

(To be continued.)
o

Why Communists

Are Silent In
England.

To the Wltor of the Daily Herald:
Sir I must ask your permission to

reply to a peculiarly ungenerous at
tack made upon us by Herbert Smith,

who believes that "he who today runs 88 in 's Herald

in

Levi

to

in

in

"When the miners were about to
tnke the action we have taken," said
Smith, "the Communists said, 'Go
along, it will be all right,' but now
that we are in our present position
I do not hear their shouting. . Com
munists were out for revolution
but when the miners' trouble came
they did not see any red flaggers."

Smith suggests that Communists
are very noisy in asking for a fight,
and run away when the fight comes.
He asks where the Communists are
now.

We can tell him. They ere in prison.
No less than 70 have been arrested
since, the lock-ou- t for their champion-
ship of the miners.

How many of Herbert Smith's col-

leagues in the Labor Party have got
into trouble for their support of the
miners?

How many members of the M. F.
G. B. Executive have bean prosecuted!
One. And that one the only Commun-
ist member.

Smith cannot "hear or see" the
Communists. Maybe it is became
their voices don't carry through pru
ion walls. Yours fraternally,

Francis Meyncll,
Editor of the "Communist."

June 23, 1921.

o
An editor wss sentenced to one

yesr in prison in Poland for publish-
ing an article by Debs which ha has
translated from the Kafftiafe.
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